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CONDUCTORS I HAVE KNOWN

A talk given to the Delius. Society by Dr Eric Fenby at Mary Ward
House, London, on22 October 1986.

A packed audience at Mary Ward House last October greeted Dr Fenby whose
talks are always the highlight of the Society's calendar. He began by considering
how fortunate he was to have been born into a happy Yorkshire family in such an
'out-of-the-way place like Scarborough', and to have obtained full parental
support as he developed as a musician. On reflection he felt that Scarborough had
offered him more opportunities than he would have received from any college,
having been compelled to 'learn by doing' (something of which Delius greatly
approved), and furthermore having to 'get on' with little help from his busy
mentor, Claude Keeton, whom indeed he even sometimes had to assist by taking
choral society rehearsals and playing at church services. He spoke of always
having preferred the organ to the piano and thought that he might well have
ended up as a church organist but for the discovery that his keyboard gifts tended
towards accompanying rather than solo playing. It was as an a@ompanist that he
was constantly in demand in his early Scarborough years, and it was a propitious
day, as it turned out, when his father received a letter from the manager of the
Scarborough Spa concerts, asking if young Fenby would be allowed to play for the
auditions of singers from London and Manchester who were seeking
engagements for the concert season. That letter opened the door to his future.
While there was no fee attached, it gave him free access to all the Spa concerts and
- more importantly - he met Alick Maclean, the conductor of the New Queen's
Hall Light Orchestra who in the summer months came to Scarborough to conduct
the Spa concerts fsee Journal 89 pp. L4-l7l.In those days musicians' contracts
only covered about eight months of the year and they were naturally anxious to
fill the summer months by taking jobs offered by the many light orchestras in the
resorts around the country. The Scarborough Orchestra, which drew most of its
players from the Hall6, Birmingham and Scottish Orchestras, was one of the best,
was better paid, and there was consequently much competition to join its ranks.
It was at these concerts that Maclean invited Eric Fenby to conduct his first
compositions.

Paul Beard, then the leader of the City of Birmingham Orchestra, led the
Scarborough Spa Orchestra and with his sports car apparently cut quite a dashing
figure with the young ladies of Scarborough! Dr Fenby left to our imagination the
spectacle of the Spa Orchestra's cricket team returning swathed in bandages for
an evening concert after a match with a neighbouring village, with Paul Beard out
of action for several days!

The orchestral players were somewhat in awe of Maclean who had a highly
individual manner on the podium, standing very stiffly with a beat that was not
easy to follow. His programmes consisted of English, French, German and
Norwegian light music, with the occasional American novelty, all of which he
treated with the same care and serious attention he would give to the morning
symphony (usually Haydn or Mozart). Roger Quilter and Eric Coates often came
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as guest conductors and agreed that music-making on the Spa front was an idyllic
experience. As an exarnple of Maclean's skill inhandling light music, a recording
was played of him conducting the New Queen's Hall Light Orchestra in a
movement from Eric Coates' Summer Days suite.

Dr Fenby turned next to Beecham whom he described as the greatest of all the
living conductors, unsurpassed when seized with his demonic energy. Sadly, he
added, Beecham seems today to be held in lessening esteem, for his Mozart is
dismissed as being too romantic and self-indulgent, and his unique-recordings
have been overlooked in the transfer to CD. To exemplify all that is best in
Beecham's approach to Delius, the introduction and the opening chorus to Part
2 of A Mass of Lrfe' were then played. 'When have you ever heard another
conductor conjure up such an exquisite ebbing and flowing of sound in the string
accompaniment to the solo horns, and who, at the end of the introduction, has
ever unleashed such an electrifying choral outburst as Beecham with the flick of
his stick?'Dr Fenby asked.

In the next music illustration, Beecham conducted the L?O in the opening
movement from the earlier of his two recordings of Schubert's Fifth Symphony.
Recalling the time when he helped Sir Thomas with the Covent Garden
production of. Koanga, Dr Fenby painted an engaging picture of Beecham
responding to that'boyish innocence'he found and loved so much in Schubert,
sitting at the piano in white silk pyjamas, illustrating some point or just reading
over the score while enjoying the first cigar of the day. Beecham was, of course,
a law unto himself - and that extended to the rehearsal too. Dr Fenby said that
Beecham rehearsed in a manner unlike anyone else he had known; the rehearsals
always sounded more like the real thing. Unlike Malcolm Sargent who talked too
much, Beecham made very few comments, letting the orchestra play great
stretches of music as if for the sheer pleasure of playing. He could also be
extremely nonchalant, as on the occasion when one morning at breakfast he
announced that he was going to record Prokofiev's Violin Concerto No I with
Szigeti. Fenby was to collect the full score from Goodwin & Tabb's library and
meet him at the Abbey Rodd studios. Dr Fenby recalled that when he placed the
score on the conductor's stand, it was apparent that Beecham had not seen the
score before, and yet it turned out a fine performance, drawint from Szigeti a flow
'of ethereal loveliness the moment he lifted his baton'. As another example of
Beecham at his best, the first half of the evening's programme ended with an
excerpt from his historic recording of Sibelius's Fourth Symphony.

Sargent was Dr Fenby's nixt subject, and his association with Dr Sargent (as he
then was) began at the rehearsals for Songs of Farewel/ in March 1932. Anyone
acquainted with Sargent would inevitably be drawn into the social,circles irt which
he moved. Dr Fenby had already sampled l-ondon social life at the time of the
1929 Delius Festival: 'Half the titled ladies of London vied with each other in
senbing their chauffeur-driven cars to take Delius out in the morning, and he
always wanted to go to the same place, Richmond Park, and I always had to
describe the deer'.

Dr Fenby spoke of Sargent's generosity, how he introduced him to his friends
and frequently invited him (then a bachelor) to make up a party at his box in the
Albert Hall. During the first bombing of l.ondon Fenby was invited each
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weekend to stay near Reading with Malcolm and his wife, Eileen. Yet despite
Sargent's generous spirit, it was not easy to take his side with the frequent
arguments he had with orchestral players.

At the time of their first acquaintance, Sargent was not generally regarded as a
very good orchestral conductor, but Dr Fenby recalled that on his, first meeting
with Beecham in 1929 when he came to Grez for lunch, Sir Thomas spoke of
Sargent as the finest choral conductor in the world, at the same time giving him
little credit on the purely orchestral side. One of Sargent's greatest successes was
with-the first perfonnance of Walton's Belshazzar's Feast at the 1931 Leeds
Festival, a performance which Dr Fenby attended. Many people at the time
thought the work was unsingable, and a famous Dutch choir even returned the
parts for that very reason. Sargent overcame the difficulties by doing it all with
Tonic Sol-Fa, as he habitually did with his large choirs which consisted of many
singers who could not read staff notation. Belshazzar's Feast was a personal
triumph for Sargent.

Their friendship continued throughout the years when Dr Fenby was living in
the North before joining the Academy, and during Sargent's last tragic illness he
often asked for Dr Fenby to call on him. One of his last requests was that he bring
a copy of Beecham's recording of An Arabesque which he wished to hear before
he died. Their final parting was a most touching moment. 'I was mortified by his
serenity,' Dr Fenby commented.

After an extract from Belshazzar's Feast, conducted by Sargent, Dr Fenby next
discussed Sir Hamilton Harty, 'a most charming person, and his visits to London
with his orchestra, the Hall6, were for me the highlights of the pre-war London
season'. Dr Fenby remarked in particular on the superior quality of the Hall6
strings, on the magnetic effect of the pizzicato passages in Brahms's Fourth
Symphony, and how their full-bodied tone would make one sit up in one's seat.
It was when Fenby was in London on a commission for Delius and a severe
Channel storm had prevented any return for two or three days that Harty had
invited him back to Manchester where he was to conduct Sibelius's Seventh
Symphony. Their first meeting had been but a brief one in the greenroom at
Queen's Hall, but most of that time had been spent talking about Delius and
discussing points Harty had observed in A Mass of Ltfe.Unfortunately Harty's
illness prevented further contact beyond the occasional letter that passed between
them until his death in 1941. Harty was extremely well-liked as a man, and will
always be remembered as a very fine accompanist, both at the piano and on the
podium, and a persistent champion of Berlioz. His recording of the Beatrice and
Benedict overture was played.

The finalsubject among the many conductors Dr Fenby had known was Rudolf
Kempe, by far the most reserved of all those under discussion. Their association
began after the untimely death of Beecham when it had been hoped that he would
conduct the 1962 Bradford Delius Festival. Kempe was Dr Fenby's choice as
Beecham's successor, and for the whole week of the Festival he scarcely let
Kempe out of his sight after the students of Bradford University had held him
ransom for several hours on the day before the opening concert as a Rag'stunt'.

Kempe contrasted very sharply with Sargent in that he would have nothing to
do with any social life, and even caused Dr Fenby mild embarrassment by refusing
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to meet the Queen Mother! He rehearsed almost in whispers, conducting what
amounted to a performance. He exercised total authority, and during the Festival
week became almost idolised - not only by the chorus but by the orchestra who
at the end of the Festival sent a round robin to Dr Fenby, granting him permission
to arrange another Delius Festival whenever he wanted-providing that Kempe
conducted. Some of the older RPO members even spoke of preferring Kempe's
Delius to Beecham's. There had earlier been some qualms as to how he would
take to Delius. His entire knowledge of Delius prior to the Festival had been
playing the oboe in Brigg Fair. Ultimately there was only one work to which he
warmed - Eventyr. 'You know, Fenby,' he said later, 'that work Eventyr which
I afterwards conducted, I took it on tour, and what do you think? The Italians
absolutely doted on it, and I got it encored wherever I went!' On the other hand
he had some censorious comments to make about some of Delius's vocal writing,
particularly Songs of Sunset. Kempe was a very private man, one who loved his
home, and who was devoted to his family and to his model railways! Musically he
excelled in Richard Strauss, and it was with part of his recording of Till
Eulenspiegel that the talk concluded.

Margaret Harrison, whom we were delighted to have as a Member in the
audience, kindly thanked our President on the Society's behalf for such a
memorable evening.

f ( } -

OBITUARY

It is with sadness that we record the deaths of Gerald Moore and Maurice
Handford. Gerald Moore was to many musicians and music-lovers alike the
supreme accompanist, and his extensive recorded legacy includes seven
recordings of six Delius songs. Those he made with Dora Labbette and Heddle
Nash were included in the Delius boxed set SHB32 from World Records (no

longer available). He also recorded the Legende with Henry Holst on Columbia
DX1094. Moore was a friend of the Harrisons and with them he visited Delius at
Grez, the episode being delightfully recounted in his autobiographical 'Am I too

loud?' 'It was with some trepidation that I contributed my share of his cello and
violin sonatas with Beatrice and Margaret but Delius was most kind and told me

I was a musical man . . Beatrice's playing of one heavenly phrase in the Cello

Concerto still lingers in my memory . . .'
The conductor Maurice Handford, a former horn player in the Hall6 Orchestra

of which he was associate conductor during the last Barbirolli years, will be

remembered as a fine Elgar interpreter, but as the baritone Brian.Rayner Cook
points out in a tribute in Music and Musicians, 'he was uncommonly good at

Delius: my own personal experience ranged from hearing a lovingly-shaped
performance of The Walk to the Paradise Garden, to singing A Mass of Life with

him'.
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DELIUS'S AMERICAN RHAPSODY

by Philip Jones

Theoriginalpublicationof thescoreof Delius's Appalachia, byVerlagHarmonie
of Berlin in 1906, was prefaced by the following notel:

Appalachia is the old Indian name for Northern-America. The
composition describes the natural colouring of the distant tropical
districts of the powerful Mississippi-River, which is so intimately
connected *ith the fate of the negro-slaves. Longing melancholy, atr
intense love for nature. as well as the child-like humour and a native
delight of dancing and singing are still to the present time the most
characteristic qualities of this race.

The work as we now know it is a romantic evocation of life in the 'Deep South'.
It is set against the background of the Mississippi River, a musical depiction of
which opens and closes the work, and is concerned with Delius's ever-present
themes of nostalgia, loss and separation expressed by soloists and chorus in the
final section, the little drama of a male negro slave being shipped down the river,
forced to leave his loved ones behind2.

The first performance was given by Delius's early champion Dr Hans Haym
with the Elberfelder Konzertgesellschaft and Gesangverein in Elberfeld Town
Hall in October 1904, and was followed the next June by a second performance
at the celebrated Lower Rhine Festival in Dtisseldorf, where it was conducted by
another Delius champion, Julius Buths. The programme of this 1905 performance
gave the title as Appalachia (Dixieland) (Eindrucke aus dem Suden). It is this title
which gives a glimpse into the work's fascinating gestation.

Appalachiawas the result of a substantial reworking, between March 19013 and
the middle of 19034, of Delius's hitherto unpublished and purely orchestral work
Appalachia: American Rhapsody for Orchestra, probably written during the
latter part of 1896s. It was never played during the composer's lifetime though the
survival of a few manuscript orchestral parts in the Delius Trust Archive indicated
that a performance had been contemplated at one time. Delius wrote to Jutta Bell
in December 1896 from Bradford that the work would probably be played there
and added

the bigger and better orchestras of England are unreachable for me at
present and I have neither wish nor energy enough to go kicking around
the ante chambers of well known conductors and as I feel quite certain
that one of these days they will be kicking their heels in my ante chamber
I give myself no trouble about them.

This may indicate that Delius was contemplating a performance by a Bradford
amateur orchestra, but whether it took place is unknown6. Evidence that a
performance was likely at a slightly later date comes in an unpublished letter of 21
April 1898 from Victor Thrane, director of the Distinguished Artists' Concert
Tours, New York, to Delius at his Paris address, indicating that he had arranged
for the 'rhapsody'to be played by the conductor Anton Seidl and his orchestra on
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DELIUS'S AMERICAN RHAPSODY

by Philip JODes

The original publication of the score of Delius's Appalachia, by Verlag Harmonie
of Berlin in 1906, was prefaced by the following note1

:

Appalachia is the old Indian name for Northern-America. The
composition describes the natural colouring of the distant tropical
districts of the powerful Mississippi-River, which is so intimately
connected with the fate of the negro-slaves. Longing melancholy, an
intense love for nature, as well as the child-like humour and a native
delight of dancing and singing are still to the present time the most
characteristic qualities of this race.

The work as we now know it is a romantic evocation of life in the 'Deep South'.
It is set against the background of the Mississippi River, a musical depiction of
which opens and closes the work, and is concerned with Delius's ever-present
themes of nostalgia, loss and separation expressed by soloists and chorus in the
final section, the little drama of a male negro slave being shipped down the river,
forced to leave his loved ones behind2

.

The first performance was given by Delius's early champion Dr Hans Haym
with the Elberfelder Konzertgesellschaft and Gesangverein in Elberfeld Town
Hall in October 1904, and was followed the next June by a second performance
at the celebrated Lower Rhine Festival in Diisseldorf, where it was conducted by
another Delius champion, Julius Buths. The programme of this 1905 performance
gave the title as Appalachia (Dixieland) (Eindrucke aus dem Suden). It is this title
which gives a glimpse into the work's fascinating gestation.

Appalachia was the result of a substantial reworking, between March 19013 and
the middle of 19034

, of Delius's hitherto unpublished and purely orchestral work
Appalachia: American Rhapsody for Orchestra, probably written during the
latter part of 18965

• It was never played during the composer's lifetime though the
survival of a few manuscript orchestral parts in the Delius Trust Archive indicated
that a performance had been contemplated at one time. Delius wrote to Jutta Bell
in December 1896 from Bradford that the work would probably be played there
and added

the bigger and better orchestras of England are unreachable for me at
present and I have neither wish nor energy enough to go kicking around
the ante chambers of well known conductors and as I feel quite certain
that one of these days they will be kicking their heels in my ante chamber
I give myself no trouble about them.

This may indicate that Delius was contemplating a performance by a Bradford
amateur orchestra, but whether it took place is unknown6

. Evidence that a
performance was likely at a slightly later date comes in an unpublished letter of21
April 1898 from Victor Thrane, director of the Distinguished Artists' Concert
Tours, New York, to Delius at his Paris address, indicating that he had arranged
for the 'rhapsody' to be played by the conductor Anton Seidl and his orchestra on
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his American tour in spring 1898, but Seidl's untimely death prevented that. In a
subsequent letter Thane said he would 'endeavour to have same performance
soon'.

The work remained unavailable for perfornance because the manuscript, some
28 sides of full score, has been defective, lacking one side (eight bars) of the score
(p.15).Fortunately, these bars occur about halfway through, in an exact
repetition of an earlier passage except for slightly different instrumentation.
After the score had been reconstructed the surviving orchestral parts were
received by the Delius Trust Archive, confirming and justifying the exercise. In
the original manuscript horn and trumpet parts were notated in D flat for most of
the work; these were transposed for horns in F and trumpets in B flat. A few
obvious errors of notation and clef were corrected but the score otherwise stands
as Delius wrote it.

^Ilre American Rhapsody is a single-movement work, 190 bars in length, which
runs for about 12 minutes. There are naturally both musical and conceptual
similarities to the lXJ3 Appalachia, and the broad form of both - introduction,
theme and variations and coda - is identical. The introductions of both begin
with horn calls over implied tonic pedals, continue with shimmering added-6th
figurations incorporating the familiar upward-rising triplet arpeggio pattern, and
close with an extended rhapsodic section sparked off by banjo-like.dance music.
Central to both are the themeT and variations, with common material.
Appalachia, however, does not contain the substantial references to the minstrel-
show tunes 'Dixie' and 'Yankee Doodle'which Delius combined with the main
variation theme in the American Rhapsody, and both end with quite different
codas. Tlre American Rhapsody closes quietly, reflecting on previously used
material; this is echoed inAppalachia but expanded with its choral apotheosis.

Tlte American Rhapsody is unique in Delius's output. It can be seen as a
transitional work between the direct expressionism of the Florida Suite (1887-9)
and the mature, rhapsodic style of Paris (1899); it can also be paired as a
companion-piece with the fantasy overture Over the Hills and Far Away, wntten
at the same time. Both are profoundly American in their openness of spirit and
share, incidentally, a central theme and variations, however brief it may be in
Over the Hills.

The introduction to the American Rhapsody opens with a long D flat pedals
over which the first horn intones a naturthema followed by a built.up dominant
fth woodwind chord and second horn call (ex.l).

Ex. 1 Lento, molto tranquillo
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After a two-bar link, borrowed by Delius from the opening of his second song
Over the Mountains High (1885), the dominant 9th harmony returns over an
insistent pedal A flat in the double basses with muted bowed tremolandos in the
upper strings above which soft clarinet, flute and harp produce fragmented
arpeggiated melismas, bird-sohg-like in character, leading to a passage with an
ascending triplet figure typical of Delius (ex.2). This cadence resolves directly to
a ternary-form dance-like section which appears in a similar manner to the Danza
in the third movement ('sunset') of the Florida Suite. The dance tune (ex.3) is
played over a drone bass by harp and pizzicato cellos (providing a similar banjo-
like texture to that in Florida), first in D flat then in the relative minor.

Ex.2

E x . 3

Delius then combines the D flat version with the famlliar Appalachia theme and
closes with a cadential passage identical in shape and supporting harmony to the
end of the theme in the central section of. Over the Hills - a product of his endless
fascination with Henry Clay Work's American Civil War song 'Marching through
Georgia'e. The central section of the dance is reflective: a viola melody, starting
with the characteristic ascending triplet, is set against a harmonic accompaniment
from the rest of the strings.

The main part of the work is taken up by the Appalachia theme in F minor and
two variations in F major, the first a reharmonisation of the theme and the second
combining it with Dan Emmett's minstrel-show song'Dixie'; these are followed
by a lively, almost ragged, working out of 'Dixie' and 'Yankee Doodle'. The brass
is particularly reminiscent of the American marching band and gives more than a
passing nod forward to lves. The coda is characteristically reflective (ex.4).
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There is no evidence why Delius expanded the Americsn Rhapsody into the
choral and orches tral Appaiachiabutit was probably a result of his second visit to
Florida in 1897. It may seem crude and naive when compared with the later work,
but however contrived it may at first appear, Delius captured in it the spirit of late
19th century America.

1. Originally in German; this English version appears in the first edition of the
piano score published by Verlag Harmonie (1907)

2. For a graphic description of the work see Delius: Portrait of a Cosmopolitan
by Christopher Palmer (Duckworth, lg7 6), pp.ll-l}

3 See letter from Delius to Jelka Rosen, written from Berlin on 14 March 1901,
in Deliw: a Lrfe in Letters 1862-190g by Lionel carley (scolar, 19g3) p.1g6

4 See letter from Hans Haym to Delius written from Elberfeld on 10 Juiy 1903
and from Julius Buths to Delius from Dtisseldorf on 26luly 1903 for an initial
appreciatio n of Ap p alachia, in Carley, op. cit. pp.2lg, 220-22

5 See letter from Delius to Jutta Bell, written from his parental home in
Claremont, Bradford, in December 1896, which contains the statement ,I
have also written an American Rhapsody for orchestra', in carley, op.cit.
p .1@

6 A.performance by the Hall6 Orchestra in the Bradford Subscription Concerts
was, therefore, probably not contemplated although the composer's father,
Julius, was a committee memberof the concerts organisation from 1880 until
his death in October 1901.

7 T\e origin of the theme is unknown. It is supposedly a negro melody called by
Hutchings '@h honey, I am going down the river in the morning'after the
baritone's first solo in Appalachia, and by Jahoda 'No trouble in that land
where I'm bound'. It is far more likely to be a synthetic melody composed in
the manner of the open, pentatonic style of many lgth century plantation
songs. Although it bears a strong resemblance to several negro spiritual
melodies, I have so far been unable to trace it in any documented sources.

8 A forerunner of the opening of. paris.
9 See 'Delius and America: a new perspective', The Musical Times December

1984, and Delius Society Journal%)pp.l0-l}

This article first appeared in The Musical rimes. December 19g6.

-{ o_

A HISTORY OF MUSIC IN BIRMINGHAM

A Midlands Branch Meeting

The redqubtable Lyndon Jenkins gave a talk to Midlands memb€rs at Weston
Underwood on 6 December. Well-known to Delius Society followers as a
perceptive commentator on Delius recordings and performance, within a much
wider musical compass including regularly hosting Radio 3's'Mainly for pleasure'
series, Lyndon presented a repeat version of his Adrian Boult ."niin"ry lecture
given at the new Adrian Boult Hall in Birmingham in January 19g6.
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A HISTORY OF MUSIC IN BIRMINGHAM

A Midlands Branch Meeting

The redQubtable Lyndon Jenkins gave a talk to Midlands members at Weston
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This parochial brief took the form of a general review of civic music in
Birmingham from its charity concert of 1768 through to the present day. It was a
catalogue full of interesting detail and anecdote with a margin of witty, even
malicious, asides, and interspersed with short extracts from some rare recordings.

Music in Birmingham was assured by the establishment of a triennial festival,
the first in1799. Though not quite consistently every three years, thb festival was
consolidated under the administration of Joseph Moore into a regular programme
of mainly choral performances. The great Town Hall, completed in 1834, was the
stage for some distinguished European visitors, including Mendelssohn in 1837
and 1846. On the latter occasion he conducted the first performance of his Elijah,
which had been commissioned by Moore, as well as giving organ and piano

recitals.
After Moore, the standards of the festivals declined somewhat under the fly-by-

night influence of Michael Costa, an opportunist and something of a musical
entrepreneur. But the arrival of Hans Richter in 1885 heralded a return to a firm
staple of classical works and also the introduction of new innovative music from
the Continent. Richter was well supported by a wealthy local patron, the
silversmith George Hope-Johnston, and these two were instrumental in the
realisation, under difficult circumstances in 1900, of Elgar's Dream of Gerontius.
Although not an unqualified success on this occasion, the work was repeated at
Richter's last festival in 1909, which also included the same composer's First
Symphony and Berlioz' Damnation of Faust.

A certain Thomas Beecham became chorus master in 1907/8 and was typically
scathing about the Town Hall as a concert venue - 'svery[hing wrong about it
except the outsids' - and Henry Wood directed the l9l2 festival, at which a
prodigious programme of major works performed included the very new Sibelius
Fourth Symphony.

Post-war, the City of Birmingham Orchestra was founded in 1920. Amongst its
first players were Leon Goossens, Aubrey Brain and Paul Beard (the last,
incidentally, with the violas). Many will remember the same players in the
London orchestras after the next war and over thirty years later.

The young Adrian Boult was recommended to the directors by Henry Wood
and stayed six years with the orchestra from 1925. He was succeeded by Leslie
Heward, who continued the development through the 'thirties and took the
orchestra into the world of recording about 1940, initially for Walter Legge. One
of the interesting excerpts with which Lyndon punctuated his talk was the
beautiful rendering of 'One 

ftne day' made by Joan Hammond and sensitively
accompanied by Heward, whose death in 1943 was a great loss.

After that, the energetic George Weldon began to expand the orchestra's
geographic horizons with a series of provincial and overseas tours, while
maintaining a consistent and effective direction. He it was who supervised the
addition of the 'S' to the initials of the orchestra, the CBO becoming CBSO. A
steady growth in scope and standing has characterised the succeeding years up to
the present day, which finds a young and highly talented ensemble responding to
the innovative vitalitv of Simon Rattle.

E . E . R .
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DELIUS IN LEIPZIG 1986

by Joyce and Bill Thornton

The summet Journal arrived and 'Forthcoming Evehts' revealed a concert in
Leipzigat which Tasmin Little was to perform the Delius Violin Concerto. Within
moments we had decided to be there.

Some ten days later, after numerous 'phone calls to embassies and visits to the
one East German approved travel agent, we had booked an hotel for the weekend
and flights there and back. More importantly, we had booked seats in the fifth row
of the stalls. The story of the time and troubles in reaching Leipzigwould fill a few
pages, but suffice to say that on the evening of Sunday 12 October we approached,
with great excitement, the magnificent Gewandhaus. Imagine an inclined mural
- over a hundred feet high, viewed floodlit through an enornous glass wall. The
auditorium finished in green-stained timber and again rising to a great height was
dominated by a huge organ. There was seating for over 2000 people - and every
seat was.taken a full five minutes before the orchestra entered. This was the final
concert in the Gewandhaus Fettage 1986. We were so lucky - other applicants
for tickets, even those on a musical tour, had been too late days before the
performance.

The Gewandhaus Orchestra was conducted by Kurt Masur and we were
entertained to a Concerto for Timpani and Orchestra by Steffen Schleiermacher,
followed by Poulenc's Concerto for Organ, Strings and Timpani. The programme
closed with Gershwin's 'Porgy and Bess'suite. The third item on the programme
and immediately following the interval was the reason for our visit - the Delius
Violin Concerto, performed by a radiant Tasmin Little. The performance was a
delight not only to us but to all those privileged to hear the first performance of
this Delius work in the l*ipzigwhich he knew so well.

Our decision to go to Leipzig had been unanimous, and the long and somewhat
difficult journey was well justified by attending such a great concert, and
especially by hearing ttre Delius played by such a talented young lady. Our'bonus'
was to meet Tasmin on the aeroplane home. We await her promised performance
at a future date of the Double Concerto.

-.-._.ao o-

MIDLANDS BRANCH MEETING

A piano recital by Robert Threlfall

The Midlands Branch was again honoured with a visit by Robert Threlfall on 8
November last when a record gathering of some thirty members at Dick
Kitching's home in Weston Underwood was entertained to an evening of piano
music which began with a group of transcriptions of well-known Delius
compositions.

I
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Robert prefaced the first piece by commenting that Busoni had once said that
'technique is nothing but fitting the difficulty to one's own capacity', and
proceeded to demonstrate his own considerable capacity by playing his piano
transcription of the Caprice from Caprice and Elegy, originally composed by
Delius in 1930 in some haste at the request of Mrs Harrison for her cellist daughter
Beatrice to play on an American tour. The Caprice had been evolved from an
existing scrap of riranuscript paper upon which were two lines of a tune, and up the
side of which Delius had written 'good'. Robert's arrangement for piano, which
dates from Christmas 1985, enabled us to hear clearly the underlying orchestral
parts of this exquisite piece which are sometimes obscured by the vibrant sound
of the cello line.

The second of Robert's transcriptions, which dates from 1983, was the Second
Dance Rhapsody composed by Delius in the spring of 1916. We were reminded of
Delius's comment to Philip Heseltine, who had arranged this piece for piano duet,
that on the subject of piano arrangements one 'ought at times to interpret more
freely in order to give the orchestral effect'. Robert's arrangement cleverly
reflected the whole spectrum of the orchestral sound whilst clearly bringing out
the principal instrumental voice in each passage.

The third of the transcriptions, also dating from Christmas 1985 , comprised two
sections from the Florida Suite which Robert has entitled Plantation Dance and
Nocturne, representing the second part of the third section.and the final section
respectively. We were reminded that Delius revised the original version of 1887
only two years later, and that the original manuscript is now defective, the whole
of the third movement except the first and last page being missing. Robert's
transcriptions are taken from the revised third movement and the original final
movement, At Night, which recapitulates the first and second movements and
includes figures from the dance tune La Calinda.

The final Delius piece was a now-'published transcription of the second of a
suite of three small orchestral tone poems,Winter Night, more popularly known
as Sleigh Ride. Robert reminded us that in its orchestral form this had been a
Beecham lollipop, but in its original piano version had been one of the items
featured at a Christmas Eve party in 1887, as Grieg recalled in a letter to Frants
Beyer: 'First Halvorsen played Hallinger and Springere, and then Sinding and
Halvorsen a suite by Sinding in the old style . . . Then I played with Halvorsen my
2nd violin Sonata, then Nina (Grieg) sang songs by Sinding and me, . . . then Mr
Delius played a piano piece which he calls "Norwegian Sleigh Ride" with the
greatest of talent . . . We broke up at 2.30.' Robert's transcription reverts the
orchestral version back to its original form and dates from1977, and listening one
could well imagine that scene of almost a century ago.

After a short break Robert resumed the recital with three short pieces by Franz
Liszt: Valse Oubli6e, Gondoliera, and the Impromptu in Fsharp. Nextcame three
short pieces by Alexander Borodin: Reverie and Nocturne fromthe Petite Suite,
interspersed with the Scherzo in A flat. The recital concluded with
Rachmaninov's Sonata No 2 in B flat minor as revised by the composer in 1931
since in his view the original 1913 version had 'too many voices moving
simultaneously', reducing'it from 47 to 30 pages. We were treated to a brilliant
rendering of this complex piece with its many interwoven themes,and Robert
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fully deserved the extended applause which followed this final work of what had
been a thoroughly entertaining recital.

Christopher Redwood gave the vote of thanks and expressed the hopd that the
new Delius transcriptions heard would appear in print before too long, and our
thanks go not only to our host but to those members of the Branch who provided
the food and wine, such an essential part of Midlands Branch meetings, but most
of all to Robert and his wife, Joan, for sparing the time to visit us again.

Brian Radford

On2l January Robert repeated his Delius transcriptions at the BMIC, London,
in the first half of an outstanding evening. A piano transcription is rather like
putting a work under the microscope, so much can one learn on closer
examination of its structure and - especially in Delius's case - its harmony. It
can also too easily be regarded as a 'poor relation' of the parent work, but
Robert's arrangement of the Second Dance Rhapsody in particular proved a
revelation. Here was no cousin several times removed but a remarkably effective
piano piece in its own right, a great credit to Robert's skills both as transcriber and
as performer. In the second half of his programme he discussed with illustrations
at the piano the various modifications made by Delius and others in the solo parts
of his four concertos, principally the Piano Concerto. It was an evening of
exceptional interest that one would very much like to hear again.

S . F . S . L .

o l -

BOOK AND RECORD REVIEWS

FREDERICK DELIUS A Supplementary Catalogue by Robert Threlfall. 252pp

including 32 music manuscript illustrations. Delius Trust. f22.50

FREDERICK DELIUS f 862-f934 A reprint of the Catalogue of the Music Archive
of the Delius Trust (1974) (with minor corrections) by Rachel Lowe. 184pp
including 35 chiefly music manuscript illustrations. Soft covers. Delius Trust. f 10

Members already possessing Robert Threlfall's Catalogue of the Compositions of
Frederick Delius (Delius Trust, 1977) and Rachel Lowe's I974 Catalogue (now

reissued in soft covers) will need no prompting to add to their shelves this latest
Supplementary Catalogue which updates and supplements both of these earlier
volumes.

The importance of this new catalogue cannot be over-stressed, for besides
opening to view the present Delius state of affairs, so to speak, it adds
considerably both to our knowldge of the music and to our understanding of the
composer's working methods. It is divided into two parts. Part I (approximately
half the book) is an updating of the Catalogue of Compositions, correcting any
errors of fact and incorporating a wealth of additional material. The lay-out is the
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same; with each work any corrections are helpfully identified by a bold marginal
rule, and marginal numbers give page references to the 1977 volume so that the
two Catalogues can easily be used in conjunction as will often be found necessary.

Most of the additional information has come as a result of the Trust's recent
accessions and these are methodically detailed in Part 2 which serves as a
supplement to Rachel Lowe's Trust Archive Catalogue. The first of these
accessions is in many ways the most important and perhaps the raison d'Affe f.or
this new catalogue: the Sir Thomas Beecham Accession received in 1982.
Originally in 106 cardboard boxes, two large folders and five bulky parcels, this
mass of material contains, in addition to numerous sketches and drafts of
considerable interest, the manuscript full scores of many early orchestral pieces

and such works as lrmelin, Margot la Rouge, Fennimore and Gerda (draft), ,4
Mass of Ltfe (with a rejected orchestral introduction), Songs of Sunset, Paris,
Cello Concerto and Piano Concerto (a defective full score and the complete
orchestral material of the three-movement version).

The other important accession consists of all the Delius MS material from the
Boosey & Hawkes archives that were handed over to the Delius Trust in 1976 and
1980. In addition there have been further smaller accessions of gifts and Trust
purclrases, and everything had been scrupulously documented. Part2 concludes
with an appendix listing all known Delius MSS not in the Trust Archive but in
other collections, as well as those whose present whereabouts are not known.

No brief summary can do full justice either to the importance of this publication

or to the invaluable work of Robert Threlfall whose exemplary and authoritative
thoroughness deserves the highest praise and thanks. This is a veritable treasure-
house of information, even including such a tantalising detail as an extract from a
Beecham letter to the Trust in which he wrote: 'The piece Autumn may one day
be published, but under another title. If so you will have due notice of this'. Was
there a fourth seasonal tone-poem to add to the triptych of 1889-90? It goes
without saying that anyone coming afresh to this new catalogue will need also to
acquire the earlier volumes, and Robert's1977 Catalogue is still available at a very

modest f14. All these publications are obtainable from either Boosy & Hawkes
or any reputable music bookseller.

HAVERGAL BRIAN ON MUSIC Selections from his Journalism edited by
Malcolm MacDonald. Volume One: British Music. 438pp. Toccata Press. f19.50
in hard covers, f9.50 paperback.

After many years of obscurity, Havergal Brian the composer is today a more
familiar figure; so, too, is Brian the friend and earlier supporter of Delius (see
Journal 80 pp. 18-20). Now, thanks to the efforts of Brian expert Malcolm
MacDonald, we can discover him in a much less familiar role as music journalist,

an activity in which he was engaged on and off from 1904 until 1949. His chief
contributions were to Musical Opinion of which he was Assitant Editor for some
13 years, and his selected *ritings from this and other sources are being reprinted
in a projected series of six volumes. Judging by this notable first issue on British
Music. it would seem to be a most worthwhile endeavour.
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How different does Brian the craggy, uncompromising symphonist seem from
Brian the journalist who lent such a sympathetic ear and perceptive mind to a
surprisingly wide range of subjects! Of this first volume's ten sections. three deal
in turn with his writings on Elgar, Delius and Bantock, and of the three composers
Delius here receives the greatest space (47 pages). The bulk of the Delius section
is an amalgamation of the eight articles;'The Art of Frederick Delius', which he
wrote for successive issues of. Musical Opinion in 1924. Together they form
Brian's most substantial prose work, but because of their length they reappear
slightly condensed, with 'the passages of more general significance' reserved for
a later volume. In them we read of Brian once asking A J Jaeger (.Nimrod', of
Novello's) what had been 'the most extraordinary thing he had experienced in
modern music'. Jaeger replied that it had been at Dtisseldorf when Julius Buths
played to him from the full score of Paris.'A remarkable piece', Buths had called
it. Paris is one of several works that Brian discusses in some detail. Over a dozen
pages with music examples are given to the Mass of Ltfe (which at that time had
only been twice performed in England), and Brian particularly warms to
Appalachia as 'Delius's finest and ripest orchestral effort'. In other articles he
writes on the 1929 Festival, reviews Dr Fenby's'Delius as I knew him', andoffers
some personal thoughts and reminiscences occasioned by Delius's death.

E,lsewhere there are important illustrated essays on Cyril Scott and Eugene
Goossens amongst others, he is kind to Parry ('one of the sanest, most acute and
imaginative writers English music has produced', he wrote in 1935), and over-
generous to Holbrooke whose proclaimed 'genius' the reader may frankly find
hard to accept. With hindsight one is inclined to make a mental substitution of
Rachmaninov in place of Holbrooke when readingof the latter's The Bells(1906):'It will be quite unnecessary for any other composer to attempt to set poe's jingles
in the future'! Incidentally, Beecham's notori ous Apollo and the Seaman concert
was in 1908, not 1906 (p.278), and it was his own Beecham Symphony orchestra
and not the New Symphony orchestra that he took to Germany (p.372) (which
provides an opportunity to mention here Maurice Parker's excellent compilation
of Sir Thomas's concert and theatrical performances published under the auspices
of the Sir Thomas Beecham Society). One might also add that the four Elgar
songs made into a Suite for Orchestra by Haydn Wood whose identities are left in
doubt (p.323) are almost certainly Like to the Damask Rose, eueen Mary,s Lute
Song, Rondel and Shepherd's Song (though not necessarily in that order) which
Haydn Wood recorded for HMV.

This volume offers a fascinating survey of many aspects of British music and
musical life, finding a place within its broad scope to touch on nearly all the
composers of note from Stanford to Britten. Nobody interested in 20th century
British music should overlook this issue, and the subsequent ones can be eagerly
anticipated. Malcolm MacDonald has done a very thorough job in annotating the
articles, correcting and amplifying many a detail, and providing helpful
introductions to each section. As a final thought, might not that unideniified ,old

friend staying amongst the forests of France' (p.326) who complained to Brian in
1923 that 'the new generation of composers has little behind it other than
technical brilliance' be Delius?
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DELIUS Cello Sonata; BRIDGE Cello Sonata; MARTINU Variations on a Slovak
theme. Caroline Dale (cello) and Keith Swallow (piano). Real-time duplicated
cassette. available in either Dolbv B or C. MSCB2O or MSCC20. f4.99.

DELruS Cello Sonata; BRIDGE Cello Sonata; PR.OKOFIEV Celto Sonata;
MARTINU Variations on a Slovak theme; Variations on a theme of Rossini.
Performers as above. Double length real-time duplicated cassette. Dolby B or C
MSCB20/21 or MSCC2O|ZI. f6.m. MaxSound (Leeds) Ltd., 7 Stainbeck Lane,
Leeds LS7 3QY.

With so many conductors steering a course that avoids Delius's works as if they
were mine-fields (which they are to some), it is refreshing to find younger
instrumentalists turning to his music. While the Violin and Cello Concertos are
enjoying the attention of musicians like Tasmin Little and Julian Lloyd Webber,
the Cello Sonata has hardly been left by the wayside. Lloyd Webber has of course
consistently championed this work, and now comes this d6but recording by 22-
year-old Caroline Dale who was the winner of the string section of the first
BBCTV Young Musician of the Year Competition. Since then she has gathered
many laurels, becoming in 1984 the youngest person ever to be elected an
Associate of the Royal Academy of Music. She gives here a splendid performance
of the Sonata, producing a rich and sonorous tone (aided by a quite outstanding
recording) and showing that she knows just when to push ahead and how much to
hold back without upsetting the delicate framework. One minor detail: while
following the customary omission of the final chord, Caroline Dale also omits the
trill at the end of the slow section.

The recorded programme is most enterprising and includes Frank Bridge's
magnificent Sonata which. is roughly contemporaneous with the Delius. A
somewhat bigger work, lasting 24 minutes, it makes an ideal companion piece.
These two works and the Martinu Slovak Variations are available on casette only,
in four formats: in Dolby B or Dolby C, or on an extended cassette with the
addition of the Prokofiev Sonata and the Martinu Rossini Variations, again with
a choice of Dolby B or C. One small caution: there was an abrupt 'cut-off at the
end of the Martinu on the review copy of MSCB2O but not on the other cassettes.
Otherwise one can have nothing but praise for the sound quality, with an ideal
balance between cello and piano. Keith Swallow throughbut is a most sensitive
accompanist. This issue can be warmly welcomed and deserves every support.

S . F . S . L .

oF-

DELIUS SOCIETYJOURNAL
BACK.NUMBERS

Copies of the following issues are still available in limited numbers:
Newsletter 35; Journals 52, 54, 59,62, &-75,77,78,80-92 fl.30 per issue
(inclusive of postage) except nos. 80 & 87 f2, 92 f1.50. A detailed list is
available on request.
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CORRESPONDENCE

From: William H Rosar. President. The Society for the Preservation of Film
Music, Los Angeles.

There are several of us who enjoyed issue 90 of the Delius Society Journal, being
particularly interested in the articles on Delius in America.

We are quite interested in the reciprocal influence of American music on
Delius, and of Delius on American music, and would welcome any observations
or thoughts on this from members of the Delius Society. Contrary to the opinion

expressed by Christopher Palmer in his book on Delius, the music of Delius was
indeed being performed in America in the 1920s and even earlier, and was known
in New York by jazz arrangers, such as Ferde Grof6 and Bill Challis, both of
whom in turn had a strong influence on American popular music (I might mention
that Grof6 had the very old 78 Henry Wood recording of Dance Rhapsody No 1

in his collection). In the concert hall, Delius had a champion in composer-writer
Deems Taylor.

In his book 'A Smattering of lgnorance'(1940), Oscar Levant tells how Delius
was discovered by Hollywood composers when the first Beecham recordings were
issued in the mid-1930s, and had an immediate influence on film music of the
time, perhaps most notably in the work of English 6migr€ Cyril Mockridge.
Others have noted a strong similarity to Delius in Dmitri Tiomkin's score f.or'Lost
Horizon'(1937).

In further comespondence, Mr Rosar adds:

I believe that Herbert Stothart's score for 'The Yearling' (1946) is the only
Hollywood film score actually to use music by Delius, but the implication of
Levant's book (published in 1940) is that the influence of Delius had already been
felt in Hollywood film music a decade prior to that. In his book, Levant alludes
to the 1936 film, 'Beloved Enemy', which was scored by Alfred Newman, with
partial collaboration by Cyril Mockridge. It is the Mockridge sequences which
bear an obvious resemblance to Delius, particularly the music accompanying a
bicycle ride scene (mentioned by Levant), which seems noticeably to ape Brigg
Fair.

Among his colleagues, Mockridge came to be known for his ability to 'forge

synthetic Delius', as one of his composer friends, Hugo Friedhofer, put it.
Speaking from my own experience, more than one untutored listener has said to
me that they thought Delius's music sounds like film music - which must mean
something. For that matter, the first time I heard the agitated last measures of
Delius's Dance Rhapsody No 1, I thought I was listening to a Hollywood 'end

title'! Although I have not investigated this matter in any detail, I suspect that the
influence of Delius may have been rampant at 20th Century Fox (as it happens, a
very Anglophile studio) in the 1930s, again, perhaps promulgated by Cyril
Mockridge, who was a staff composer and arranger there. But he was not the only
one smitten by Delius: from what I have been told, nearly everyone was -
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expressed by Christopher Palmer in his book on Delius, the music of Delius was
indeed being performed in America in the 1920s and even earlier, and was known
in New York by jazz arrangers, such as Ferde Grofe and Bill Challis, both of
whom in turn had a strong influence on American popular music (I might mention
that Grofe had the very old 78 Henry Wood recording of Dance Rhapsody No 1
in his collection). In the concert hall, Delius had a champion in composer-writer
Deems Taylor.

In his book 'A Smattering ofIgnorance' (1940), Oscar Levant tells how Delius
was discovered by Hollywood composers when the first Beecham recordings were
issued in the mid-1930s, and had an immediate influence on film music of the
time, perhaps most notably in the work of English emigre Cyril Mockridge.
Others have noted a strong similarity to Delius in Dmitri Tiomkin's score for 'Lost
Horizon' (1937).

In further correspondence, Mr Rosar adds:

I believe that Herbert Stothart's score for 'The Yearling' (1946) is the only
Hollywood film score actually to use music by Delius, but the implication of
Levant's book (published in 1940) is that the influence of Delius had already been
felt in Hollywood film music a decade prior to that. In his book, Levant alludes
to the 1936 film, 'Beloved Enemy', which was scored by Alfred Newman, with
partial collaboration by Cyril Mockridge. It is the Mockfidge sequences which
bear an obvious resemblance to Delius, particularly the music accompanying a
bicycle ride scene (mentioned by Levant), which seems noticeably to ape Brigg
Fair.

Among his colleagues, Mockridge came to be known for his ability to 'forge
synthetic Delius', as one of his composer friends, Hugo Friedhofer, put it.
Speaking from my own experience, more than one untutored listener has said to
me that they thought Delius's music sounds like film music - which must mean
something. For that matter, the first time I heard the agitated last measures of
DeIius's Dance Rhapsody No 1, I thought I was listening to a Hollywood 'end
title'! Although I have not investigated this matter in any detail, I suspect that the
influence of Delius may have been rampant at 20th Century Fox (as it happens, a
very Anglophile studio) in the 1930s, again, perhaps promulgated by Cyril
Mockridge, who was a staff composer and arranger there. But he was not the only
one smitten by Delius: from what I have been told, nearly everyone was -
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including Oscar Levant!
As for the influence of Delius on Stothart's original scores, it might have been

fairly early, since he had in his collection virtually every early recording of
Delius's music. I know that there are 'Delian touches' (a phrase I have heard from
Hollywood composers) in his score for'Mrs Miniver' (1942).

In some cases it is difficult to discern the assimilated influence of Delius when
it is mixed with French impressionist composers, as well as Grieg, Cyril Scott,
Percy Grainger (who was also an influencein'Beloved Enemy', incidentally) and
Elgar! A sequence from the score to'Stanley and Livingstone' made at Fox in 1938
contains an arrangement made by Mockridge of a British folk-song
(unidentified), and while to the discerning ear there are obviously other stylistic
elements in play, unmistakably Delian progressions can be heard. I have a
suspicion, which Christopher Palmer and I have discussed, that a popular
harmonic style was evolving in New York in the 1920s and in Hollywood in the
1930s, which perhaps partially through a process of parallel evolution, as it were,
approximated to that of Delius. When Delius's music actually came to be known,
it was received by ears already attuned to such sonorities.

I believe that additional research and listening may disclose countless
Hollywood scores reflecting the influence of Delius. The oeuvre of Mockridge
certainly deserves a listen for this purpose (by the way, Mockridge was a student
at the Royal Academy of Music in [-ondon; he came to Americain 1922). To
assess properly the influence of Delius in Hollywood and on popular music, we
really need someone who has a thorough knowledge of both - a rare individual
indeed!

From: Keith Marvin, New York.

I should like to congratulate the Delius Society Journal and Tasmin Little for her
magnificent article on'Delius and his Violin Concerto'which you published in the
autumn 1986 issue of the publication. I consider her story and its importance in
the pattern of Delian literature as one of the finest pieces of writing on the subject
I have ever seen. I have, consequently, put this issue apart from the others so it is
included in the several other biographies of Delius. In some ways, I wonder if it
shouldn't be published as a small book in its own right?

My first introduction to the music of Frederick Delius was in the arrangement
by Lionel Tertis of the Second Sonata for Violin and Piano, transcribed for viola
and piano. After hearing that, at the age of 19 back in1943,I was a'hooked' and
dedicated Delian which I've been ever since.

But music, being of a personal nature to each and every one of us, makes
certain interpretations of compositions of especial importance. I love almost
everything Delius wrote and I think I have everything which has been recorded,
dating back to the acoustic shellac 78s, such as the First Dance Rhapsody
conducted in1923 by Sir Henry Wood (and which, despite the acoustic recording,
I still find more exciting than Beecham's reading of it).
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By the same token, the most typical 'Delian' interpretation I think I've ever
heard of the Serenade from 'Hassan' is the reading by the New Mayfair String
Orchestra (Gramophone 78 8,697 6 as recorded by Walter Goehr) . But , of course ,
this is a personal view and nothing more.

The Concerto for Violin and Orchestra is my favourite of all Delius's
compositions, and Sammons' lyric interpretation of this great work is by far my
favourite. I think this goes back to the days I was stationed at Camp Stewart,
Georgia, during my days with the US Army Anti-Artillery during World War 2.
This was in 1943 ahd the first recording of the Violin Concerto (the Sammons one)
wouldn't appear for another two years. But when it did, I was fortunate enough
to get a set and was immediately struck by its depth of feeling, Sammons'handling
of the instrument itself, his balance with the orchestra, and, especially, the
poignancy of the score.

Camp Stewart, Georgia, isn't terribly far north of Jacksonville, Florida, or
from Palatka where Solano Grove is located, and I used to watch the orange
sunsets in the evening and the tall pines which permeated the area. In the slower
parts of the Concerto, this all returns to me and I believe I can see exactly why he
wrote as he did. He also saw those sunsets and the pines at Solano, and I am sure
as f'm writing this that this is exactly what he was successfully trying to convey, a
portrait of those things he saw and remembered while residing in Florida.

I may be wrong in my evaluation here, but who can contest it? Whenever I
listen to that Concerto, I can see what I saw then as vividly as though I were back
again after these nearly 44 years.

From: Ian Bown, Bexleyheath, Kent.

Please send me another copy of the Delius Society Journal. . . I was so impressed
by the long and thoughtful article by Tasmin Little that I sent my copy to an
American friend who shares my interest in Delius. I often have the feeling, after
listening to a performance of a major work of Delius, that the applause is directed
as much at the composer as at the performers, a theory which seems to be
confirmed by the last paragraph of the article. Although I feel that Delius is far
too rarely performed (especially since the 1984 celebrations), Heaven forbid that
he should become as popular as Tchaikovsky (and condemned to suffer all those
routine performances) !

From: Tony Noakes, Stanmore, Middlesex.

Thank you, Tasmin Little, for your thoughtful and enlightening article on the
Violin Concerto and other matters! It made me want to read Deryck Cooke's
M usical Times analysis. *

I am particularly curious to know if Deryck Cooke deals with what is for me the
central enigma of this work. Ever since I got to know it from the Beecham/
Pougnet 78s nearly 40 years ago, I have valued it as one of Delius's greatest and
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most original works. But I have always been puzzled by the odd transition,
literally an anti-climax, when the innocent allegretto scherzo follows those
extraordinary chords where, as Eric Fenby put it, the orchestra seems to be
shaking its angry fist at you. Any other observations on this subject?

* 'Delius and Form: A Vindication', The Musical Times, June & July 1962, reprinted
in 'A Delius Companion', ed. Christopher Redwood, (Calder 1976), and
'Vindications: Essays in Romantic Music'by Deryck Cooke, (Faber 1982\,the latter
also including'Delius: A Centenary Evaluation' , The Listener,25 January 1962-Ed.

From: Lyndon Jenkins, Birmingham

In devising an entirely new set of notes to accompany the forthcoming EMI
compact disc issue of all Sir Thomas Beecham's Delius stereo recordings, I have
taken the opportunity to correct those inaccuracies which marred the already
published LP issue of the same material (e.g. the lrmelin Prelude wrongly called
Prelude to Irmelin ), and I also determined to provide accurate details of
compositional and first perfonnance dates.

This was possible in every case except that of the piece known as the Intermezzo

from 
'Fennimore and Gerda', which does not of course appear in the opera in this

form but consists of the Preludes to Scenes 10 and 11 linked by some bars from the
end of Scene 10 and completed pianissimo by three of the closing bars of the
opera; in this form it made its ddbut, so far as we know, in September 1936 when
Sir Thomas recorded it for the original Delius Society volumes of 78s. Yet the
score was not published until 1945, when Boosey and Hawkes used an autograph
by our President as the basis for the printed material. These are the known facts,
leaving only the question as to when it was actually arranged.

Just recently I had the opportunity of a conversation with Dr Fenby, and I
raised the matter with him. He confirmed the work as his own, but at this distance
is unable to put a precise date to it. Hedoes, however - and this is the interesting
point - place it within Delius's lifetime, although he cannot now say whether
Delius suggested to him that those portions of the opera would make a suitable
separate concert piece, or vice-versa. This being the case (and Dr Fenby having
seen the contents of this letter for verification) the Intermezzo from'Fennimore
and Gerda' is as much a part of the Fenby Legacy as, say, the Irmelin Prilude,
though one may look in the printed score in vain for any acknowledgement of his
hand in it.

In a subsequent letter Dr Fenby points out that the essential difference in the
origins of these two pieces is that Delius himself dictated the lrmelin Prelude,
drawing upon the only music he wished to retain in the opera, "whereas I linked
the two preludes trom'Fennimore'and Gerda'with his consent and approval. The
score which I made was published without my knowledge. I was living in
Yorkshire at the time. I saw no proofs, otherwise the stupid distribution in the
opening bars between flute and oboe would never have occurred".

In the light of this most valuable clarification of the position, members will, I
am sure, be delighted at the news that the Intermezzo from'Fennimore and
Gerda' has been included in one of the recording sessions undertaken by Dr
Fenby with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra for Unicorn-Kanchana Ltd.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

o In December and February Dr Fenby recorded for Unicorn-Kanchana Delius's
Songs of Sunset, Arabesque and Dance .Rhapsody No 2 with Sarah Walker,
Thomas Allen, the Ambrosian Singers, and RPO o In December in Bratislava
John Hopkins and the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra recorded for Opus Records
Delius's incidental music to Folkeraadet, the tone poems PaaVidderne and Spring
Morning, and the American Rhapsody (all first recordings except for Paa
Vidderne) . Delius's American Rhapsody received its first performance on L0
December 1986 at the RFH, Edward Downes conducting the LPO. Philip Jones,
who prepared the score for performance, talked about the American Rhapsody in
BBC Rdio 3's'Music Weekly'on 7 December and wrote about the work in the
December issue of The Musical Times (see elsewhere in this issue)
. Spring Morning received what was probably only its second English
performance from the Brent Youth Orchestra conducted by Harry Legge in
November 1986 and was also selected for his one-day orchestral course with the
Rehearsal Orchestra at Lincoln on 3 May 1987 o At the Philadelphia Branch's
Annual Delius Birthday Concert on 25 January the Philarte Quartet performed
Delius's String Quartet, works by Finzi and Grieg, and the second movement
from Van Dieren's lengthy String Quartet No 3 Op.15 (1919) dedicated to Delius
o At Haddonfield, New Jersey on 1 March Robert Threlfall performed for the
Philadelphia Branch his Delius transcriptions (see Midlands Branch Report in
this issue) o The Philadelphia Branch are promoting a recording of the
complete Delius transcriptions for organ, including a commission from Robert
Hebble for the Branch's 10th anniversary of. The Walk to the Paradise Garden.
Michael Stairs will be playing the Longwood Gardens organ. . Fennimore and
Gerda is to be staged at Bielefeld during the 1987-8 season o A Village Romeo
and Juliet is to be recorded for Czech TV using the reduced orchestration by
Buketoff . Sea Drift is to be performed on Swedish Radio on 4 June
. Beecham's stereo Delius recordings have been released on 2 CDs CDS7475098
o The Fenby Legacy set has also been announced for CD, and this will include the
first release of Dr Fenby's recording of the Intermezzo from'Fennimore and
Gerda' o Julian Lloyd Webber's performance of Delius's Cello Concerto is now
available on CD RCA RD70800 o Another coupling of the Delius and Bridge
Cello Sonatas, together with Walton's Passacaglia and Bax's Rhapsodic Ballad,
played by Raphael and Peter Wallfisch, is available on Chandos ABRD1209 LP,
ABTD1209 cassette, and CHAN8499 CD o Delius's To be sung of a summer
night on the water is included in a collection of 'English Choral Songs' with John
Rutter conducting the Cambridge Singers, on Collegium Records COLCD104,
CD, COL104 LP and COLC104 cassette o EMI's mono two-record/cassette set
'A Treasury of English Song'includes three historic Delius song recordings: The
Violet with Dora Labbette and Beecham, Love's Philosophy with Heddle Nash
and Gerald Moore, andTwilight Fancies with Leila Megane and Madame Adami,
on EX2909II-3 (-5 cassette) . Anthony Collins' recordings of. Brigg Fair,
Summer Night on the River and Paris form half of a two-cassette set'Delius and
Elgar' available (under licence from Decca) on Pickwick DTO 10177 at f2.49
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o Benjamin Britten's recording with the ECO of Delius's Two Aquarelles
reappears on a cassette 'Fantasia on Greensleeves' 4ll 639-4 at f3.49
o Barbirolli's readings of. The Walk to the Paradise Garden with the LSO and Zfte
First Cuckoo with the Hall6 are reissued on a 'Miles of Music' cassette of English
music TC2MOM104 'Greensleeves' of over 80 mins. duration, at f3.49
o George Weldon's account of. La Calinda is reissued on CFP4510 LP and cassette
in a concert chiefly of light music played by the Philharmonia and Pro Arte
Orchestras o Music and Arts Programs of America, Inc. (P.O. Box 77I,
Berkeley, CA9470l) have announced the CD release of 'live' 1964 perfonnances
of Barbirolli conducting the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Elgar's Second
Symphony, Vaughan Williams' Sixth Symphony, Purcell arr. Barbirolli Suite,
and DeJius's Walk to the Paradise Garden on CD-25I (2\ o Delius's Double
Concerto, formerly on Pye Golden Guinea GSGC14073, is available on CD
PVCD8372 in the PRT Virtuoso Collection o Delius's Marche Caprice in an
arrangement for brass band is included in'A Tribute to Elgar, Delius & Holst'with
the Black Dyke Mills Band on Chandos BBRD1031 LP and BBTDL031 cassette
o Anthony Payne's New Grove article on Delius is one of a collection of seven
essays revised and reissued in 'The New Grove: 20th Century English Masters',
edited by Stanley Sadie, PaperMac, f8.95 o The late-appearing 1985 ADAM
International Review, edited by Miron Grindea (enquiries to 28 Emperor's Gate,
London SW7), is a special Strindberg issue comprising nos. 455-467 andincluding
Delius's 'Recollections of Strindberg' and Lionel Carley's 'The Swedish artists'
colony near Paris'which is an edited version of his article 'Carl Larsson and Grez-
sur-Loing in the 1880s' first appearing in The Delius Society fournal No 45
October 1974 o Delius Society member Edward Travis has made a new English
translation of the Mass df Lrfe text, together with some notes explaining the
principles on which he has worked. A copy presented to the Society is on loan to
the Delius Trust . June Mendoz3's portrait of Dr Fenby was on view in
December at the Royal Institute of Oil Painters' 99th Exhibition in the Mall
Galleries, London o Delius appears as the Seven of Hearts on a set of
Composer Playing Cards made in Taiwan, each bearing a monochrome photo
reproduction (Elgar is the Eight of Diamonds, and Vaughan Williams the Ten of
Clubs)

O Or-

DELIUS SOCIETY JOURNAL

The next Journal, Number 94, will appear in the autumn and will be a double-
issue devoted to the complete writings of Philip Heseltine (Peter Warlock) on
Delius.
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arrangement for brass band is included in 'A Tribute to Elgar, Delius & Hoist' with
the Black Dyke Mills Band on Chandos BBRD1031 LP and BBTD1031 cassette
• Anthony Payne's New Grove article on Delius is one of a collection of seven
essays revised and reissued in 'The New Grove: 20th Century English Masters',
edited by Stanley Sadie, PaperMac, £8.95 • The late-appearing 1985 ADAM
International Review, edited by Miron Grindea (enquiries to 28 Emperor's Gate,
London SW7), is a special Strindberg issue comprising nos. 455-467 and including
Delius's 'Recollections of Strindberg' and Lionel Carley's 'The Swedish artists'
colony near Paris' which is an edited version of his article 'Carl Larsson and Grez
sur-Loing in the 1880s' first appearing in The Delius Society Journal No 45
October 1974 • Delius Society member Edward Travis has made a new English
translation of the Mass of Life text, together with some notes explaining the
principles on which he has worked. A copy presented to the Society is on loan to
the Delius Trust • June Mendoz~'s portrait of Dr Fenby was on view in
December at the Royal Institute of Oil Painters' 99th Exhibition in the Mall
Galleries, London • Delius appears as the Seven of Hearts on a set of
Composer Playing Cards made in Taiwan, each bearing a monochrome photo
reproduction (Elgar is the Eight of Diamonds, and Vaughan WilIiams the Ten of
Clubs)

---•....-.--

DELIUS SOCIETY JOURNAL

The next Journal, Number 94, will appear in the autumn and will be a double
issue devoted to the complete writings of Philip Heseltine (Peter Warlock) on
Delius.

---.•.•..---
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Sunday 31May at 7.30 p.m. Guildhall, Portsmouth

Delius's Sea Drift (soloist Brian Raynei Cook), Holst's Beni Mora Suite and
Elgar's Second Symphony, Festival Chorus and Bournemouth Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Bryden Thomson, a Portsmouth Festival concert
sponsored by National Westminster Bank. Tickets f2.70 - f7 .20. Box office 0705
824355.

Friday 5 June at 7.45 p.m. Queen Elizabeth Hall, London

Jeffrey Tate conducts the English Chamber Orchestra in Delius's Intermezzo

from'Fennimore and Gerda' and works by Honegger, Nielsen and Mendelssohn.
Tickets f3 .50 - f7 .50 . Box Office 0l-928 3I9l .

Sunday 7 June at 2.30 p.m. Limpsfield, Surrey

Delius Society's annual visit to Delius's grave at St Peter's Church, Limpsfield. As
on many past occasions, Mr and Mrs Parfitt have kindly invited members to tea

afterwards at 3l Lynwood Grove, Orpington, Kent. Those wishing to accept
should notify Gilbert Parfitt in advance.

Saturday 27 June at 3.30 p.m. National Liberal Club, Whitehall Place, London

Delius Society AGM and 25th anniversary dinner. Further details are included
with this issue. The AGM will be followed by'25 years of the Delius Society', an
open forum, chaired by Lyndon Jenkins, in which all members can participate.

Dinner commences at 7.30 p.m.

Saturday and Sunday 19 & 20 September Bradford

A 'Delius weekend' is being promoted by Bradford Metropolitan Council the
weekend before the city's Community Arts Festival week. Further details will be

announced at the AGM or can be obtained from Derek Bell, Senior Librarian,
Central Library, Prince's Wuy, Bradford BDl lNN (tel.02747536 59).

Tuesday 27 October at 7 p.m. Mary Ward House, London

Delius Society meeting: 'Delius - the missing years'presented by Dr Eric Fenby

PLEASE NOTE: The 1988 AGM will be held at Cambridge on the weekend 1-3
July.

Further details of Delius Society events from Programme Secretary, Brian
Radford, 21 Cobthorne Drive, Allestree, Derby 0332 552019 (home) or 0332
42442 ext. 3563 (work).
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